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Confirmation for companies as part of Germany`s critical infrastructure 
 
Dear representative of the government, administration and regulatory authorities,  
 
the German industrial company SPECTARIS represents manufacturers of medical devices, 
laboratory and analytical technology. 
 
We herewith confirm, that Company MEYRA GmbH with support of its critical suppliers make a 
significant contribution to coping with the current situation caused by the COVID-19- crisis as 
well as for safeguarding essential functions to ensure health care. 
 
According  to regulation for identifying potential critical infrastructure by BSI-law in Germany 
there is a distinction between critical services and critical infrastructure. Our companies, 
including their critical suppliers, fulfill one of the categories or both. 
 
The critical services by BSI-Law §6 Sector Health includes: 

1. Inpatient medical care; 

2. The treatment with immediately life maintaining medical devices, that are consumer 
goods; 

3. The supply of prescription drugs and blood-and plasma concentrates for application in 
or on the human body; 

4. Laboratory diagnostics. 

  

To government authorities, administration and 
regulatory authorities 
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The critical infrastructure of Annex 5, part 1 by BSI-Law includes: 
b) Manufacturing sites for immediate life maintaining medical devices, that are customer 
goods: a business establishment, where medical devices for respiration/tracheostomy, parental 
nutrition; enteral nutrition; revulsive incontinence and diabetes- type 1 are manufactured. 
 
c) Delivery point: an institution, where medical devices for ventilation/tracheostomy, enteral 
nutrition, parenteral nutrition, revulsive incontinence and diabetes- type 1 are dispensed. 
 
i) Transport system: a system to control the physical transport of samples and orders between 
the customer of the lab and the lab itself. 
k) Lab: an institution, where laboratory diagnostic methods for diagnose and therapy control in 
human medicine are performed under a specialist‘s supervision. 
 
MEYRA GmbH is therefore part of the critical infrastructure of the Federal Republic of Germany 
and one of the providers of critical services. This role also depends to a large extent on the 
functionality of the company's suppliers, who support it in the production of critical medical 
products or laboratory technology or the provision of corresponding services. 
 
To avoid disruptions in health care, it is therefore necessary that MEYRA GmbH can continue to 
operate its operations to cope with the COVID 19 crisis without restriction. This also requires 
the unrestricted commitment of its employees. It is also necessary for the company's critical 
suppliers to remain operational. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


